Dear Possibility Managers,

We have the exciting pleasure of announcing a formidable opportunity - an authentic adulthood initiatory process: Possibilitator Firewalking.

It is now official! A POSSIBILITY MANAGEMENT FIREWALKING
INITIATION will take place July 12-14 2022 in Poland. Registration and details are [HERE](#).

It is said that you have a life before Firewalking, and a life after Firewalking. These two lives are not the same. At some point you are ready to make the step. Seven-and-a-half meters of glowing coals lie before you as a bridge to a new future. You carried the wood. You made the fire. You know it is real. By walking barefoot through the glowing coals, you too become real. This initiation is a significant step towards Archearchy adulthood. You already know if you are ready to make the experience. Yes, there is fear involved. If you are not afraid, you are not allowed to walk the coals. Firewalking is about using your fear consciously: fear as your friend.

And anger. What are you here for? What do you stand for? What calls you to face the world and keep providing your value? Anger brings you clarity and determination for what is close to your heart. Fear informs you about what space you are creating. The space determines what is possible.

Firewalking is powerful space-navigation training because the quality of the space is what makes Firewalking possible. We do Firewalking as a Team. We support each other with a full day of easily-accessible experiences that strengthen your determination and clarity. You transform your fears into presence and alertness for bringing to life what you really want.

We invite you to join fellow Possibility Managers in this extraordinary Firewalking opportunity. Organized by Anne-Chloé Destremau. Space Navigating by [Arthur Dorsch](#) and perhaps also [Michael Hallinger](#). Arthur Dorsch has provided firewalking initiation since 2012.

In addition, we invite you to explore an assortment of delightful Doorways:

- [Ontree](#) – a Next Culture Healing and Initiation Centre in Aotearoa (New Zealand) – is coming alive! Are you a FUN raiser? As a PM Crowd, we can help FUNd the Ontree Centre! Let’s all make it happen! [https://ontreecentre.mystrikingly.com](https://ontreecentre.mystrikingly.com)
- The Team at [Regenerativa](#) in Italy just created this Inspiring ‘back-forecasting from 2030’ video (10 minutes) called: [Liminal Village Regenerative Network](#).
- Elegantly navigating [Culture To Culture](#) conversations becomes ever more important, as explained by Wade Davis and Helena Norberg-Hodge in this important [11-minute excerpt](#) from Carol Black’s documentary: [Schooling The World](#).
The first Heal From School Lab is being offered in Portugal, 13-17 August 2022. Details and registration are HERE.

Two new S.T.A.R.R. videos are out! (Startling Tales About Radical Responsibility) from Anne-Chloé Destremau. (http://starrs.mystrikingly.com)

Dan Palmer of Making Permaculture Stronger created a lively conversation about Creating With Fear, Chaos, and Nothingness with Clinton Callahan.

The Emergence Of Bridge-House is an online WorkTalk with Clinton Callahan and Anne-Chloé Destremau. (http://bridge-house.mystrikingly.com)

Are you playing enough? Perhaps it is time for you to explore the Experiments at http://howtoplay.mystrikingly.com.

Here’s to the possibility of seeing each other in hugging distance again soon!

Love from your PM News Team

---

I WANT POSSIBILITY

---

CENTER

Ontree Center
by Ana Norambuena and Tristan Girdwood

Ana and Tristan have been holding and navigating space for the Ontree Center for more than a year and a half before they realized what they were doing.

Now, they are making it official! The Ontree Center has a name, a logo, and a website!

The next Evolutionary step for the Ontree Center is to secure their physical location in Takaka, New Zealand (Aotearoa) as a base for the ongoing projects and services to have a safe space to grow.
You can contribute to this next Evolution step for the Ontree Center by helping them buy 'a branch' of the tree.

Visit the OnTree website for more information.

Culture To Culture Movie
with Wade Davis & Helena Norberg-Hodge

STARR - Gremlin Type 1 & Gremlin Type 2
by Anne-Chloé Destremau
Creating from Fear, Chaos, and the Groundless Void with Clinton Callahan and Dan Palmer

The Emergence of Bridge-House
with Clinton Callahan & Anne-Chloé Destremau
Regenerativa
with Jillian Hovey

Join the Possibility Management Community on Telegram
**Possibility Creation Village** - Telegram Group is **where you** ask for and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold. Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this Telegram link: [https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSD1Cy](https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSD1Cy)

**Emotional Healing Process Collaboration** - Telegram Group is a thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness [Emotional Healing Processes](https://t.me/joinchat/WC5Px3vhJLpGU-Cz) at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join with the following link: [http://t.me/joinchat/WC5Px3vhJLpGU-Cz](http://t.me/joinchat/WC5Px3vhJLpGU-Cz)

**Possibility Management Events** - Telegram Group is where you have access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your Nonmaterial Value. [https://t.me/joinchat/QdJfMDqA4Qjkh5pa](https://t.me/joinchat/QdJfMDqA4Qjkh5pa)
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**Subscribe**

to the Possibility Management Newsletter at [https://possibilitymanagement.org/](https://possibilitymanagement.org/)
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You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links below.
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You may unsubscribe or change your contact details at any time.